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	Event-based distributed systems are playing an ever increasing role in
	areas such as enterprise management, information dissemination, finance,
	environmental monitoring and geo-spatial systems. Event-based processing
	originated with the introduction of Event-Condition-Action (ECA) rules to
	database systems in the 1980s. Since then, the use of ECA rules and the reactive
	computing paradigm has spread widely into middleware, stream processing,
	wireless sensor networks and radio frequency identification (RFID).


	The wide propagation of event-based processing spanning numerous
	application domains explains why many different distributed architectures
	are being used for event-based systems, including publish-subscribe, Peer-to-
	Peer, Grid, event-stream processing and message queues. As such systems
	become more complex and more pervasive, intelligent techniques are needed
	for detecting and processing events that are of interest to users from the possibly
	huge volumes of low-level event occurrences. Complex Event Processing
	aims to correlate simple event occurrences into more meaningful derived
	events and is the topic of several chapters of this book. Other research issues
	include detection of new or unusual events, optimisation of event processing,
	event consumption policies, privacy and security, system dynamicity and
	responsiveness, and quality of service guarantees.
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Buy-In: Saving Your Good Idea from Getting Shot DownHarvard Business School, 2010

	You've got a good idea. You know it could make a crucial difference for you, your organization, your community. You present it to the group, but get confounding questions, inane comments, and verbal bullets in return. Before you know what's happened, your idea is dead, shot down. You're furious. Everyone has lost: Those who...
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Inside the Mind of the Turtles: How the World's Best Traders Master RiskMcGraw-Hill, 2009

	“I like risk. I embrace risk.” -Turtle trader Curtis Faith


	Risk is scary, to be sure, but it's a fundamental aspect of the investing world. Without it, profit would not exist. The trick is to accept, anticipate, manage, and mitigate risk. In other words, master it.
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Beginning Scripting Through Game CreationCourse Technology PTR, 2008
"Beginning Scripting Through Game Creation" teaches basic programming concepts using simple games as examples. The book is an introduction to scripting, focusing on logic, event handling, and application development using HTML and JavaScript, with some discussion of other programming languages. Functions, variables, objects, and events...
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Fundamentals of Sensor Network Programming: Applications and TechnologyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	Sensor processing is a central and an important problem in aerospace/defense, automation,
	medical imaging, and robotics, to name only a few areas. A surveillance
	system used in aerospace and defense is an example of a sensor processing system.
	It uses devices such as infrared sensors, microwave radars, and laser radars that are...
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C for the Microprocessor EngineerPrentice Hall, 1994

	C for the Microprocessor Engineer is designed to introduce the reader to the use, problems and advantages of using C as the programming medium for embedded microprocessor systems. It can be used as a general stand-alone text in microprocessor technology, since only a limited background is expected in microprocessor hardware and...
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Build Your Own Security Lab: A Field Guide for Network TestingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
Welcome to Build Your Own Security Lab. With this book, you can increase your hands-on IT security skills. The techniques and tools discussed in this book can benefit IT security designers and implementers. IT security designers will benefit as they learn more about specific tools and their capabilities. Implementers will gain firsthand experience...
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